We thank you for this overall assessment and will aim at making the MS more accessible by reducing jargon, especially in the introduction, which will be shortened in response to Mr. Dermody's comments, and by giving additional definitions where necessary.
Figures are appropriate but they are of mixed graphical quality and accessibility and should be improved on. Tables are appropriate throughout; code examples examples are useful but in need of better quality. The supplementary material is well presented and useful.
In the revision, we will aim at improving the (old and new) figures' and code examples' appearance.
The theory-laden motivation somewhat contrasts with the very technical model description. Reviewer one already remarked on the need for better embedding of these two major perspectives the manuscript assumes. I agree with that assessment, but for brevity I will concentrate in my detailed review below on other aspects of the manuscript. A major missing part is a description of how the presented copan:CORE framework fits into and operates with much of the existing coupling and model infrastructures in Earth and Social sciences; claims to interoperability, modularity and flexibility remain unsubstantiated.
We realize that this has to be improved, see our responses below.
I recommend that this paper is published after substantial revisions.
We thank the referee for his overall encouraging assessment.
Title, Abstract and related parts of Introduction
Title. There is an inconsistency in the spelling of "modelling" right Thank you for pointing this out. We will check all our spelling again carefully. The hyphen in "World-Earth" has become somewhat of a standard spelling, but we will reconsider it. We'll explain the naming "copan:CORE"; "copan" is the name of PIK's flagship activity for studying coevolutionary pathways, all our models are named "copan:XYZ", and "CORE" refers to the modeling framework which will form the core of our working group's model portfolio. We thank the referee for these insightful remarks and will carefully revise and shorten the abstract accordingly. SES and CHANS (Coupled Human and Natural Systems) .
Introduction
We will revise the introduction to clearly define and explain these terms and their interrelations and differences, particularly to clarify that some of them refer to real-world systems while other refer to models of the latter.
Blueprinting World Earth Models
p3 l6ff Please use precise language, do not "outline guidelines" or "address leading research questions". Check entire manuscript for this type of bloated wording.
We will revise the text to ensure a more concise and crisp language.
p3 l7ff For the definition of an Anthropocene you already need to say how it differs from the Holocene and other paleoclimatic stages. So the first half of question type 1 is circular. As for the second part "how might it alter the evolution", it is unclear what "it" refers to. Certainly the "Anthropocene" is not an actor (so it cannot alter) but a diagnostic term for the World-perturbed Earth. Please clarify.
Well spotted. We will carefully revise and clarify this sentence and others relating to the notion of the Anthropocene.
p3 l8ff Avoid general valueing statements like "disastrous" or specify; check entire manuscript for further occurences of such type. Avoid jargon here and explain all domain-specific terms.
We very much agree and will revise the text accordingly to avoid unnecessary jargon. p3 l27 Here you use "framework" in the management sense, later you use (software) "framework" for the technical description.
You are right, this was an unsensible choice of term here. We'll rephrase this sentence, avoiding the word "framework". We will reserve the word "framework" for its software meaning in the MS and will state so in the text.
Then you both consider Netlogo as well as copan:CORE frameworks, but both are very different things. I would prefer to term NetLogo a modeling platform.
We agree since NetLogo provides a graphical interface and other features typical of a modeling platform.
The term "framework" is a difficult one, please try to use it consistently in only one sense (and explain that sense by giving your definition of a framework) throughout the paper.
We'll add a short definition of "modeling framework" similar to the one of "software framework" that can, e.g., be found on Wikipedia. We agree that our discussion of these aspects needs to be improved. We'll comment on modularity and coupling below; by "flexibility" we mainly mean the possibility to use various combinations of modeling approaches and levels of aggregation (i.e., on the individual, cell, social system, or global level), so that one might combine an ABM of a labour market at the micro-level (i.e., individuals) with a system of ODEs modeling a carbon cycle on the cell level (photosynthesis) and global level (ocean-athmosphere diffusion) and a system of implicit and explicit equations representing a multisector economy with perfect factor markets on the social system (e.g. country) level.
p4 l14ff I don't see how the stylized biophysical description in the WEM can help answer this question. Would we not need a "whole" WEM where both the Earth System and the Socio-cultural system are described process-detailed (ref your Fig 1)?
The simple example WEM described in Sec. 5 is not meant to be a candidate for a meaningful WEM that could be used to answer real research questions. It is given only to illustrate the features of the modeling framework that this MS is about. If a user of copan:CORE deems it necessary to represent certain processes in more detail than others to be able to answer some specific research question, she can develop a model component that does just that or that acts as a wrapper around an existing external model software implementing these processes (see our comments on coupling in the response to Mr. Dermody and below). Although this is not too relevant here, we however personally believe that the specific question we gave as an example of a research question, namely "How does climate change feed back on complex social structures and their dynamics?", can be studied to some extent by a model that has only a stylized biosphere. E.g., changes in global mean temperature can lead to economic damages and increased average mortality, which in turn can lead to changes in demographic structure and economic processes and eventually to changes in social coherence. This is not saying that we already have all the necessary model components or even the theoretical or empirical means to formulate these model components, but that if one had these then a stylized biosphere component might well suffice to perform useful studies. This is a valid point, we will carefully revise the text in current Section 2 and Figure 1 to resolve this apparent inconsistency.
As for your list of five characteristics of WEM, I suggest to give each item a short title. You might want to consult our modeling framework paper (see references, we had to argue for biological models on par with physical oceanography models and called this "equitability"). Others could be "nonlinearity" and "aggregation".
We agree with this suggestion and will add summary titles to the WEM characteristics, referencing also to your recent modeling framework paper in the same special issue.
copan:CORE WEM framework p6 l22ff Your modularity is achieved through object-oriented programming. This is not enough to justify modularity as an eminent feature of your software. This is mere good software practice. Object-oriented programming then does not per se allow interoperability and dynamics coupling to other models, as you claim.
We believe this is a misunderstanding caused by sloppy wording in the original MS. Of course we do not claim that object-oriented programming automatically leads to either modularity or interoperability. We will make sure in the revision that it becomes clearer that the high degree of modularity is the result of very specific design choices (which we found to be easier by following an object-oriented software design pattern rather than, e.g., a functional programming one), such as using multiple inheritance to allow different model components to use the same entities and attributes.
To this end, much more (like coupling frameworks, data exchange standards, computational bridging infrastructures) are needed, all of which are absent from the manuscript. Please elaborate on the specific coupling solution to LPJml and to IMAGE to substantiate your interoperability claim.
As already hinted at in our response to Mr. Dermody, interoperability with LPJmL, IMAGE etc. follows from the flexibility to basically use any Python code whatsoever in a model components' process implementation methods, including any calls to external software in order to exchange data or call stepper functions etc.
p8 l14ff Consider making this list of process-types identical to the one found in figure 2
Perhaps another misunderstanding. There is no list of process types in Fig. 2 but a list of modeling approaches. While there are some one-to-one relationships between the latter and the former, e.g. the modeling approach of using ODEs is supported by providing a process type "ODE" implementing a system of ODEs, other modeling approaches will require several formal process types, e.g. the ABM and adaptive network approaches will typically require a combination of processes of the formal process types "event", "step", and "explicit". We will try to include a similar clarification into the revised MSP.
p9 l16ff It should also be the role of the "master" model to ensure interoperability with other modeling frameworks, of which you make no mention.
We agree that both the "base model component" (implementing the most basic entity-types and relationships every copan:CORE model must have) and the "master data model" (a repository of entity-types and attributes model component developers may use) should aim at supporting as much interoperability with other models as possible. copan:CORE's metadata model already contains fields for referencing entries in common variable catalogues such as the CF Conventions Standard Names for climate-related quantities or the World Bank's CETS list of socio-economic indicators. We realize this should be extended by fields for referencing, e.g., the CSDMS Standard Names. We will check whether we missed any further important catalogues and add them if required.
A prominent framework that you should reach out to is the CSDMS BMI (basic model interface) idea. Your master component could implement that BMI/CMI and thus make all user-contributed models also interoperable. We have, e.g., done this with the FABM (Framework for Adaptive Biogeochemistry) for ESMF interoperability. If you don't want to add a BMI (to CSDMS, OpenMI or ESMF, or other frameworks) please add a section outlining your plans to do so or your reservations against doing so.
This is a really very helpful hint, indeed we were sadly unaware of the existence of this initiative. In the next release of pycopancore we will aim at providing a generic wrapper component that allows wrapping external models that implement the BMI into copan:CORE model components, and will also think of how to implement the BMI ourselves in the base model component so that any copan:CORE model can run in a "passive" mode governed by an external coupler that calls its BMI. We will add a corresponding paragraph in the revised MS.
p13 l 3ff The term "modular" is in your context the software modularity typically found in modern software architecture. This is *not* an emanating feature of copan:CORE. There is modularity beyond software modules in other frameworks and I would encourage you to rethink modularity in that broader sense.
What we mean by modularity in the MS is (i) the division of the program code into packages representing "model components" that can be developed by independent "model component developers" and still use the same set of entity-types and attributes, "models" that can be composed from these components by "model composers", and "scripts" that "model end users" can use to perform specific studies, and (ii) the division of each entity-type's processes into contributions coming from different model components via multiple inheritance. We will try to identify further forms of modularity that copan:CORE does or should provide. We totally agree that performance is eventually a very important aspect for the production version of any software. With the current paper, the copan:CORE framework described therein, and its reference implementation in Python, pycopancore, our main aim is however a slightly different one than providing a performance-optimized production software. Such a performance-oriented production implementation of the copan:CORE framework, cppcopancore, is currently under development and its performance will be tested and documented thoroughly in a separate paper. For the revision -also in the interest of space -we will therefore limit our comments on performance to a sentence stating this and giving running times for the illustrative example. We agree and will work on the figures to achieve a larger degree of stylistic consistency and aesthetics, taking Fig. 1 and 2 OK.
p16 l 4 A section on performance is missing (e.g. at end of section 3). Many thousands of cells, individuals or other entities might have to be simulated with this framework. What is your approach to ensuring that integrations of differential equations (exemplary for one of your process-types) is

p16 l 4 Examplary => Exemplary
OK.
p16 l 9 "not intended to be a serious representation". A representation cannot be serious. I suggest "is intended to be a toy representation". BTW, what is the "real" world anyway :=)
p17 l3ff Avoid double parentheses throughout this paragraph and manuscript.
